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Abstract  

The PRISMA/DB system 1 contains a parser to translate the database language SQL into 
extended Relational Algebra (XRA). The early definition of XKA, which has a multi-set se- 
mantics, proves inadequate for translating SQL according to its nested-iteration semantics. The 
prime cause is that no distinction is made between original and generated duplicate tuples dur- 
ing nested query handling. To achieve a correct translation, tuple identifiers were introduced 
into XRA and the system. 
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The PRISMA/DB system [Kersten] supports two query languages, SQL and PRISMALOG (a logical 
language). SQL [SQL] was chosen since it is the standard database query language, and PRISMA- 
LOG adds knowledge base characteristics through its inference techniques. Both languages are trans- 
lated into the internal language of the PRISMA/DB system, an extended relational algebra called 
XRA [Wilschut]. The XRA structure is then passed to the Query Optimizer, which is responsible 
for deriving an optimal query execution schedule. 

Our primary goal is to develop a general translation heuristic, or even better, a syntax-directed 
translation from SQL to XRA. 

It is striking that many systems do not support the full power of SQL, especially its nesting 
capabilities. These systems avoid nested queries for several reasons: (1) the asymmetry of the query 
biases the query optimizer to a nested query handling strategy, using for-loops which may not be 
optimal, (2) translation problems concerning duplicates (tuples of a table with equal values for all 
their attributes) in relational algebra translations of SQL, and (3) block notation is hard to learn for 
non-programmers ([Astrahan], referring to psychological studies). 

In this paper, we present a solution to the first two problems, i.e. we present a correct translation 
of a nested SQL query into XRA. This translation distinguishes duplicate tuples by using artificial 
primary keys for relations, called tuple identifiers. Except maybe for handling "unknowns", which is 
the other SQL problem [Date2], nested queries can always be handled correctly now. 

The asymmetry is removed by translating the nested predicate to a (symmetric) join. The join 
can be optimized taking the relative sizes of the joined relations into account. Other opportunities 
for query optimization in relational algebra are described by [Ullman] and [Hall]. 

Concerning the third reason to avoid nesting, in our opinion, nested queries can be quite useful 
for programming SQL, as e.g. [Date] shows. While we do not fully deny block notation complexity, 

1The research for this article is conducted in the context of the PRISMA project, which is supported by the Dutch 
"Stimuleringsprojectteam Informatlcaonderzoek" (SPIN). 
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nesting may ease query formulation by users considerably. A system should at least provide for the 
option, letting the user decide whether to nest the query or not. 

The next section explains the multi-set semantics of SQL and XRA. Before we present our so- 
lution, we first show that XRA cannot be used to translate SQL. This is primarily caused by the 
semantics of nested queries, which require a distinction to be made between generated and original 
duplicates in relations. In section 4, we give the solution to the translation problem: tuple identifiers. 
Tuple identifiers are not only implementation handles to ease database system construction, they also 
prove to be essential to support multi-set oriented processing of nested queries. The general charac- 
teristics of the correct nested predicate translation which uses tuple identifiers in XRA are discussed, 
and an example translation is given. (The results propagate to SQL2 and SQL3 as well [SQL2].) A 
syntax-directed translation of the nested predicates into XRA is provided ~ter that. It is the key to 
the complete syntax-directed translation of SQL into XRA with tuple identifiers. Section 5 presents 
our conclusions. 

2 N e s t e d  query  s e m a n t i c s  

To understand the translation problems caused by nested queries, the main characteristics of SQL 
and XRA concerning the translation process and the key role of duplicates must be understood. 
Therefore, the semantics of SQL and XRA are explained, and a sample nested query translation is 
given. 

2.1 SQL: t h e  n e s t e d - i t e r a t i o n  s e m a n t i c s  

The database relations on which SQL operates are multi-sets, i.e. the set may contain duplicates. 
SQL queries typically contain (sub)query blocks of the well-known form: 
SELECT-FROM-WHERE. A nested (sub)query in SQL is a (sub)query block containing one or more 
subquery blocks. The semantics of query and subquery blocks are equal. 

We first give a simple example of an SQL nested query. It shows what the inner subquery and 
outer query blocks are. The database schema is the same as the schema of the suppliers~and-parts 
database by [Date]. It contains the relations S(snt, shame, status, city), P(pnr, pname, color, weight, 
city), and SP(snr, pnr, qty). 

SQL query nr. 1: 
SELECT shame 
FROM S 
WHERE S.snr IN (SELECT snr 

FROM SP 
WHERE par = 1); 

outer block 

inner block 

The query is handled by conceptually doing the following: for each tuple in the outer block, see 
whether it satisfies the search condition(s) given. We have to keep in mind that for every tuple, 
nested predicates (boolean expressions containing a subquery) may come out differently, depending 
on the tuple's own values. Therefore, the inner block may have to be evaluated again for every outer 
block tuple. 

This way of (sub)query handling is called a nested-iteration method. It is applied recursively, and 
another formulation is the following: 
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FOR every outer block tuple (FROM S) 
DO 

recursively evaluate the inner Mock(s); 
IF WHERE-condition 
AND HAVING-condition hold THEN 

add the outer block tuple to the result 
FI 

OD; 
apply aggregate functions and project the SELECT columns. 

The outer block tuples are formed by taking the Cartesian product of the relations mentioned in the 
FROM-part. (Grouping can also be incorporated; this is not done here for simplicity.) 

The result of the example query contains those S-tuples for which there is an SP-tuple with both 
"S.snr = SP.snr", and the "SP.pnr" value equals 1. 

Most systems which allow nested SQL use a nested-iteration-like strategy for nested query han- 
dling. Query execution time can be long in these systems because of the asymmetry of the query. 
The SQL standard [SQL] leaves the evaluation strategy to the system implementor, as long as a 
system obeys the same semantics. This is what we do in PRISMA/DB: we translate SQL into XRA, 
which includes optimization techniques to improve system response time. 

2 . 2  X R A :  a l g e b r a i c  m u l t i - s e t  s e m a n t i c s  

The database relations on which XRA operates are multi-sets as well. The basic operations in XRA 
are relational expressions, consisting of a relational operator and its arguments. The result of any 
relational expression has the form of a relation again. This relation may contain duplicate tuples 
(also called duplicates for short), and therefore is a multi-set. This shows that XRA has a multi-set 
semantics. 

In XRA, a database relation is an elementary relational expression (rezpr), e.g. "SP". An ex- 
ample of a relational operation is "uniq( rezpv )", which removes the duplicate tuples from rexpr. 
Another operation, "select( %1 > 10, rezpr )", selects only those tuples from rexpr of which the 
first attribute's value 2 is greater than 10. Table 1 shows some of the XRA operations used in query 
translation, along with roughly corresponding SQL constructs. 

Function SQL XRA 
project columns from rezpr 
condition must hold for tuple 
Cartesian product 
relational join 
eliminate duplicate tuptes 
grouping and aggregate runes 
sort tuples 

SELECT 
WHERE/HAVING 
FROM 
FROM/nesting 
DISTINCT 
GROUP BY, MAX, etc. 
ORDER BY 

project( print, ,'e~r ) 
select( cond, rexpr ) 
cp( rexprtist ) 
join( rezprl, cond, rexpr2 ) 
uniq( rezpr ) 
gb( grlist, funcs, rezpr ) 
sort( sortlist, rezpr ) 

Table 1. The function of some operations in SQL and XRA. 

2 . 3  S i m p l e  n e s t e d  q u e r y  t r a n s l a t i o n  

In this section, we give a correct XRA translation of the aforementioned nested SQL query, SQL 
query nr. 1, provided that S does not contain duplicates. In this case, S is a set rather than a 
multi-set of tuples. Moreover, to give a simple translation, we also assume that S has the primary 
key s=r. 

2In the PRISMA/DB system, columns are referred to by their relative position number in the table or sub- 
expression(s). Column number calculation is not essential to this article. Therefore, from now on the names are used 
instead of numbers. 
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Under these two assumptions, an XRA translation of SQL query hr. 1 using column names 
becomes: 

DupL translation hr. 1key: 
?project(S.sname, 

uniq(project((S.sname, S.snr), 
join( S, 

S.snr = SP.snr, 
sehct(SP.pnr = 1, SP))))) 

The join operation joins table S and SP. The combination uniq.project projects over the columns 
aname (the supplier's name) and star (the supplier's number), and discards the duplicates. The 
result of the outermost project produces the names of the suppliers of parts with number 1, without 
discarding duplicates. The question mark denotes a query. 

3 Duplicate problem analysis 
As we will inductively show in this section, the current definition of XRA [Wilschut], is not expres- 
sive enough to translate SQL nested queries correctly. The problem concerns tuple duplicates and 
translation of nested predicates. The analysis naturally leads to an extra construct in XRA to control 
removal and retention of duplicates, i.e. the tuple identifier. The role of the tuple identifier in the 
XRA translation will be deferred to section 4. 

Other authors have recognized this SQL processing problem as well. [Kim] and IKiessling] worked 
on SQL unnesting, to ease query optimization. They did not develop a complete solution; otherwise, 
we could have used it. [Murali] also uses primary key knowledge, assuming its presence in each 
relations to obtain a datafiow algorithm for nested query execution. [Ceil] made a relational algebra 
translation which is limited to tuple sets. Therefore, concerning duplicates, our XRA and their 
Relational Algebra differ as follows: 

• Their Relational Algebra does not deal with duplicates, while our XRA does. Therefore, in their 
approach duplicates are always eliminated. Queries and subqueries are viewed as if they were 
always written "SELECT DISTINCT...". They pointed out that extensions to their Relational 
Algebra with control over duplicates are feasible. 

• They only allow GROUP BY in a query if it applies to the outermost query block, whereas 
we allow grouping in all (sub)query blocks. This is a good decision in their case. Namely, 
control over duplicates in subqueiles (and in rdationaI algebra joins) is essential for correctly 
translating grouping and aggregate functions. 

3.1 D u p l i c a t e  e l i m i n a t i o n  a n d  p r e s e r v a t i o n  

Why is it so important that the result of a nested predicate evaluation (and therefore a nested query) 
in XRA complies with the semantics of SQL? It is needed for aggregate evaluation. 

For example, consider a query in which the original relation was 0 = {a, a, b~, where a and b 
are tuples, and a has a duplicate since it occurs twice. Suppose also that a nested WHERE search 
condition and a GROUP BY operate on O, and the result of the former is incorrect, e.g. {a, a, a, a}. 
Then the XRA gb-operation in combination with e.g. a SUM aggregate function will have a result 
which is two times the SQL result if the SUM is calculated over a non-zero column of the a-tuples. 
Having duplicates in an answer can be overcome easily by users, but faulty calculations of functions 
will generally not be detected by them. 

The semantics of XRA expressions is defined such that the result of the (sub)expression is a multi- 
set of tuples. Duplicates can be eliminated from the (intermediate) result explicitly by applying the 
"uniq" operator. In SQL, duplicate tuples can be removed with the "DISTINCT" option in the 
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SELECT-list of a query block. Similarly, "UNION" removes duplicates, in contrast to "UNION 
ALL". 

Less obvious is the fact that some kinds of nested SQL queries also require duplicate removal, 
while others require duplicate preservation. Notable is the use of aggregate functions in combination 
with grouping, of which we gave an example. Always removing duplicates would cause aggregates 
requiring duplicate preservation to behave wrongly, as Kiessling noted [Kiessling]. Always retaining 
duplicates would be a bad strategy for aggregates requiring duplicate elimination. However, even 
without aggregate functions and grouping, wrong results are easily produced. Actually, for correct 
duplicate handling, we must be able to distinguish between: 

• "original" duplicates, which were present in the original relation(s) used. They must be pre- 
served in a result. And 

• "generated" duplicates, which are formed by projections, or projections on joins (or Cartesian 
products). They must be removed from a result. 

This problem concerning correct duplicate handling will be called the duplicate problem. 
It may look as though primary keys can always serve to solve the duplicate problem, like in the 

translation in the previous section. This is not true, since some tables, such as intermediate tables 
and tables with duplicates, do not have primary keys. Next to that, especially if the primary key is a 
multi-valued key (i.e. contains multiple attributes [SQL]), we should answer the following questions: 
Do any primary key attributes participate in the intermediate result (=XRA subexpression)? Are 
they used in arithmetic or aggregate functions? Which of these attributes should then be eliminated 
from the result? 

3 . 2  i R A  c a n n o t  s o l v e  d u p l i c a t e  p r o b l e m  

We now want to show that XRA cannot translate SQL correctly if it has no tuple identifiers at its 
disposal. 

For nested query translation, all XRA operators which have some effect on duplicates must be 
considered. They are: join, cp, project, uniq, gb, as well as (multi-set) union, intersection, and 
difference. The first five can be used for nested predicate translation, the last three for AND, OR, 
and NOT in search conditions containing one or more nested predicates. Nested predicate translation 
will he covered first. If nested predicates are not correctly translated, and thus the duplicate problem 
is not solved, then union, intersection, and difference for search conditions also yield incorrect results. 
Furthermore, we show why correct nested predicate translation is crucial to aggregate evaluation in 
nested queries. 

A nested predicate in SQL has the form: 

<nested predicate> ::= 
<lvalexpr> <nesting compop> <subquery> 

<subquery> ::= 
( SELECT [DISTINCT] <valexpr> 
FROM <table list> 
[WHERE <where sc>] 
[GROUP BY <grouping attrs>] 
[HAVING <having sc>] ) 

Nested predicate translation cannot be done correctly in XRA. Namely, in terms of XRA, a nested 
predicate in SQL requires: 

1. a cp or join over the outer(O) and the inner(I) block tuples, including a condition which must 
hold. The O tuples come from the SQL query containing the <nested predicate>. The I tuples 
are the Cartesian product of the subquery's <table list> tables. The condition compares 
<lvalexpr> and <valexpr>. 
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2. sometimes: grouping and aggregate function calculation, and selections for WHERE and HAV- 
ING search conditions on the group or the aggregates. 

3. extraction of the outer(O) tuples from the (possibly grouped) product of O and I. 

4. that the duplicate problem must be solved. That is, the result should contain just as many 
duplicates for a tuple as O had, or none at all, because any search condition either holds for 
all tuple duplicates or for none. 

Especially the last point cannot be accomplished. Namely, we can combine the XRA operators 
cp/join, project, uniq, or gb to form the result. The effects of cp and join are the same, except that a 
join also incorporates a search condition for the resulting tuples, and thus a tuple and its duplicates 
are either all kept or all removed. In general, cp/join and project generate duplicates and preserve 
generated duplicates. On the other hand, gb and uniq eliminate all duplicates of a tuple; one tuple 
is saved. To translate a nested predicate, we have to start out with a jo in  of two or more multi-sets. 
(Join stands for cp as well here.) The join is needed because the predicate itself, and possibly a 
WHERE condition in the subquery as well, compare O-attributes with Lattributes. XRA can only 
compare attributes from 0 and I by means of a join, or by a combination of a Cartesian product cp 
and a selection. 

For the second and further operations, we have more choice. Selections and other XRA operations 
which do not structurally change the number of duplicates for a tuple are not shown. 

An important thing to keep in mind is that, in general, O and I both contain duplicates. Such 
duplicates cannot be removed from O or I by XRA in all cases. Namely, suppose we have an aggregate 
or GROUP BY over O or I in the subquery. Without the duplicates of O and I, a gb operator could 
return an incorrect result compared to SQL nested query semantics. Even if duplicates were first 
removed from O and/or I, by doing uniq(O) and/or uniq(I), duplicates of the O-tuples (and I-tuples) 
can be introduced again, that is generated, by the join. We are looking for a solution which works 
for all cases, since during query translation we cannot determine whether an intermediate result will 
contain duplicates relative to a subset of its columns (e.g. its O-tuple part). After the join, what 
can follow is: 

• p ro j ec t :  project(O-attributes, join(O, I)). 
Suppose for one O-tuple there were more than one joinable I-tuples, that is tuples which satisfied 
the join condition. Then the result is too large: it contains (extra) duplicates for the joinable 
O-tuples. A third operator could work correctly, but not in all cases: 

- uniq:  uniq(project(O-attributes, join(O, I))). 
This works correctly only if O contains no joinable tuples with duplicates; this cannot 
be guaranteed: Otherwise, the result contains only one tuple out of a group of duplicate 
tuples from 0,  which is incorrect. [Ceri] also observed this, since set-semantics were used 
in their Relational Algebra. This is the same as always applying a uniq operator to every 
intermediate result in our XRA. 

- jo in :  join(O, project(O-attributes, join(O, I))). 
This is a join again, which has the same structure as the join we started off with. Analysis 
of the cases therefore is done already. 

- gb:  gb(O-attributes, O-aggregates, project(O-attributes, joln(O, I))). 
This has the same shortcomings as uniq(project(O-attributes, join(O, I))). 

• gb: gb(OI-attributes, OI-aggregates, join(O, I)). 
To extract the outer(O) tuples, a p r o j e c t  should follow (after a select for some search condition 
was performed): 
project(O-attributes, gb(OI-attributes, OI-aggregates, join(O, I))). 
This has the same characteristics as project(O-attributes, join(O, I)). 
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• join: could have been incorporated in the first join. 

• uniq: uniq(union(O, I)) serves no purpose for nested predicate calculation. 

This shows that such a nested predicate translation cannot be duplicate correct. Note that an 
extra join and project with the original O (or I) will not help, again because the join generates 
duplicates. Also, deeper nesting through a subquery inside the inner block sometimes prohibits this, 
especially if it contains aggregate calculations. Moreover, multi-set union, intersection, and difference 
cannot be of help either, since the operands should be duplicate correct first. This also implies that 
AND, OR, and NOT in search conditions containing nested predicates cannot be translated according 
to SQL semantics. 

4 SQL t r a n s l a t i o n  in to  X R A  w i t h  T I D s  

If we add an artificial primary key to all tuples, we can make correct translations for nested queries. 
The tupIe identifier or TID is a unique number, relative to the TIDs of the other tuples in a specific 
relation. 

4.1 E x a m p l e  t r a n s l a t i o n  

We will give a taste of the solution using TIDs in this subsection. The translation of the following 
problematic nested SQL query with grouping and with an aggregate function SUM will be discussed: 

SQL query nr. 2: 
SELECT * 
FROM R 
WHERE R.b > (SELECT SUM(S.c) 

FROM S 
WHERE R.x = S.x); 

Suppose the database contains the tables 'R and S as given here (note that R contains a duplicate 
tuple). The result of the SQL statement is shown as well: 

R.z R.b S.z S.c R.z R.b 
1 40 1 10 ~ 1 40 
1 40 1 20 1 40 

The SQL query result is calculated according to the nested-iteration method. For every tuple in the 
relation R, we calculate the subquery. The sum over the column S.c is 30 for each of the two original 
R-tuples. 

To show how TIDs work, the correct translation into XRA with TIDs (see the r i d  column in the 
grouping construct) is: 

Dupl. translation nr. 2ti& 
?project((R.x, R.b), 

select(R.b > SUM(S.c), 
gb((R.tid, R.x, R.b), (SUM(S.c)), 

select(R.x = S.x, 
cp(R', S'))))) 
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We show the tables R'  and S', which are R and S each with an added rid column, as well as the 
temporary table after the "cp" and "select" operation, that is the last two lines. (S instead of S' 
gives a correct result as well. This is not so if the subquery in its turn contains a subquery again.) 

R.x R.b R.tid S.z S.c S.tid 
1 40 1 1 10 1 
1 40 2 1 20 2 

R.z R.b R.tid S.x S.c S.tid 
1 40 1 1 10 ...... 1 
1 40 1 1 20" 2 
t 40 2 1 10 1 
1 40 2 1 20 ..... 2 

When grouping is done on R.tid, then for every R-tuple the SUM over S.c is calculated sepa- 
rately. This is exactly what the SQL semantics prescribes. The TID serves to distinguish duplicates 
(for the SUM calculation), and to remove duplicates which were generated in the Cartesian prod- 
uct. The latter removal is done through the grouping columns in the "gb", which works just like 
"uniq(project(...))", except for aggregate function calculation. 

If we did not group on R.tid, but only on R.x and R.b, then the XRA result would have been 
empty (no tuples), and therefore wrong. This was exactly the case gb-join in the previous section's 
analysis. 

4.2 General  X R A  wi th  T I D s  translat ion 

The general characteristics of the nested predicate translation are covered in this subsection. 
We consider the evaluation of a nested predicate, with a subquery at level n. Let I ' ,  the inner 

tuples, contain the Cartesian product of this subquery's FROM relations, including their TIDs. Let 
0 ' ,  the outer tuples, contain the Cartesian product of all its ancestor (level 1 through n-l)  query 
blocks FROM relations plus TIDs. The TIDs in O' are called O-tids. 

When we have TIDs at our disposal, we use either 

• uniq(project((O-tids, O-attributes), join(O', I '))) 

• or, if we need to group: 
uniq(project((O-tids, O-attributes), gb((O-tids, OI-attributes), 0I-aggregates, join(O',  I ')))).  

to translate nested predicates in both WHERE and HAVING clauses. 
Selection of tuples is not shown for simplicity, like in the previous section. The result now does 

satisfy the constraints for SQL results. Also notice the simplicity of the solution. 

Why does the first option with uniq-project work? 
First, the outer tuples O' are joined with the inner tuples I ' .  Then, O-tids and O-attributes 

(satisfying some search condition) axe projected out. It is very likely that duplicates are among the 
resulting tuples from O'. They are both generated and original duplicates; generated duplicates were 
formed by the combination project-join. The O-tids form an artificial key for O'. The uniq operator 
therefore returns the original duplicates, and eliminates the generated duplicates. This is exactly 
what SQL requires. 

An extra project is needed to remove the O-rids. Only the other columns are meaningful to the 
user and SQL. Those columns need not be all O-attributes, but can be some value expressions using 
O-attributes only. These value expressions come from the SELECT clause of the outermost query 
block. If the nested predicate was part of a more complex search condition or of a subquery, or if 
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another nested search condition (HAVING) is to be applied, then the TIDs are still needed. 

Why does the second option with uniq-project-gb work? 
The grouping operator gb can be caused by a GROUP BY clause in the subquery, and/or  an 

aggregate function over either G or I tuples within a subquery. Per tuple in the outer block, grouping 
will be performed. Namely, we group on G-rids as well. If generated duplicates of O-tuples were 
present, the columns are not counted several times by the aggregates. This is as SQL requires. The 
uniq-project serves the same purpose as in the first solution, and an extra project may be needed as 
before. 

The example in the previous subsection uses the second option. There, the grouping attributes 
are just G-attributes. Therefore, the extra uniq-project is not needed, and the project alone suffices. 

CompIex nested search conditions can be translated correctly too, now. The translation uses the 
TIDs in A'  and B', the results of the partial nested search conditions scA and scB, respectively. For 
comparison, unnested search conditions "seA" are translated thus: select(scA, O'). 

"SEA AND scB" is translated into intersection(A', B'), or select(scA, B') if seA was not nested. 
For "scA OR scB" we could use uniq(union(A', B')). This is likely to perform better than: 

union(diff(A', B'), B'). 
"NOT scA" becomes diff(O', A'). 

4.3 S y n t a x - d i r e c t e d  trans la t ion  of  n e s t e d  p r e d i c a t e s  

In this subsection, a general framework for the translation of nested predicates is given, to show 
how the TIDs are used in the complete translation. Not all details are covered. For the complete 
syntax-directed SQL to XRA translation, see [Verbrl]. 

4.3.1 N e s t e d  p r e d i c a t e s  

Nested predicates in SQL are all translated the same way, except the nested quantified predicate with 
ALL. For ALL, "Vx Pred(x)" is equivalent with "-~3x -~Pred(x)". The latter form can be translated 
into XRA multi-set operations. 

SQL s y n t a x  X R A  s y n t a x  C 

<nested predicate> <XRA nested sc(subexpression)> . . -  

uniq(project( 4 
allcolurnns( subexpression ), 3 

select(<XRA simple sc from nesting>, 2 
<XRA subquery(subexpression) > t 

))) 
Numbered comments: 

1. This is the subquery translation into XRA (see next translation). The sabexpression tree was 
passed down by the translation process as a parameter. It contains the translation of the outer 
(sub)query: an XRA expression over 0 ' ,  containing the O-rids. 

2. This is the search condition from the <nested predicate>, joining O' with I'. For example, for 
SQL query nr. ~, this condition is "R.b > SUM(S.c)", when we use column names. 

The expression "select(...)", now, has as a result columns from O' and from I'. 

3. The function allcolnmns returns all columns of G'  including the G-rids. 

4. The "uniq-project" is needed for extracting the O' columns and removing duplicates. Now the 
result contains only the 0 '  columns satisfying the conditions. 
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4.3.2 Subqueries 

SQL subqueries look like SQL queries, except that ORDER BY and a <select list> of length more 
than one are not allowed in subqueries. 

SQL syntax XRA syntax 

<subquery> 

SELECT [DISTINCT] <valexpr> 
FROM <table list> 
[WHERE <where sc>] 
[GROUP BY <grouping attrs>] 
[HAVING <having sc>] 

<XRA subquery(subexpression)> ::= 

C 

I 

<XRA having so( 
gb( ( aUcolumns( subexpression), 2 

<XRA grouping attrs>), 
grouping-functions, 
<XRA where sc( 

cp(subexpression, I 
<XRA table list>) 

)> ) )> 

Most parts of the translation, except cp, are only needed if a corresponding part was present in 
the original SQL statement. Care should be taken for grouping: aggregate functions can be used in 
<valexpr>, or in the HAVING search condition (even in subqueries within it). 

Numbered comments: 

1. The "cp" is always needed. The subexpression contains the translation of the outer suhquery. 
The translation of <table list>, a Cartesian product which forms I', is joined (or cp-ed) with 
the subexpression. 

2. Also, we must group over the O' columns, including O-tids, from outer subqueries. Otherwise, 
the nested-iteration semantics are not simulated. 

5 Conclusions and further research 

Nested predicate translation into an extended relational algebra, e.g. XRA, is not feasible. Namely, 
XRA cannot distinguish between original duplicates, which must be kept, and generated duplicates, 
which must be eliminated. Correct duplicate handling appeared crucial to aggregate function calcu- 
lation. 

With an extra artificial primary key added to each tuple of a relation, called the tuple identifier, 
a syntax-directed translation can be made. 

Further research includes the performance effects of tuple identifiers on the database system. 
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